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ABSTRACT

Recognition errors complicate the assessment of

speech systems. This paper presents a new approach

to modeling spoken language interaction protocols,

based on finite Markov chains. An interaction proto-

col, prescribed by the interface design, defines a set of

primitive transaction steps and the order of their ex-

ecut ion. The efficiency of an interface depends on the

interaction protocol as well as the cost of each differ-

ent transaction step. Markov chains provide a simple

and computationally eflicient method for modeling er-

rorful systems. They allow for detailed comparisons

between different interaction protocols and between

different modalities. The method is illustrated by ap-

plication to example protocols.

KEYWORDS: Speech recognition, modeling er-

rors, interface evaluation, user models.

INTRODUCTION

A distinguishing characteristic of spoken language in-

teraction is the presence of noise in the transmission

channel: recognition systems make errors, users are

forced to compensate for these errors. User efficiency

suffers from decreased task throughput, due to time

spent on error correction. Any accurate characteriza-

tion of a spoken language system must take this factor

into account. This is particularly necessary in those

cases where claims are to be made about the relative

advantage of speech over conventional input modali-

ties, such as the keyboard. For example, in an anal-

ysis of a spreadsheet task, Rudnicky et al [9] found

that component actions such as movement and for-

mula entry could be executed more rapidly by voice

than by keyboard. Nevertheless, users took longer to
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complete the tasks by voice than by keyboard. Anal-

ysis of the sessions found that two factors, system re-

sponse time and recognition errors accounted for the

discrepancy. On the basis of this analysis, it was pos-

sible to specify, though just for that system, the level

of recognize performance that would equate voice

and keyboard throughput.

The purpose of this paper is to describe a technique

that allows such factors as recognition error and re-

sponse delay to be accurately modeled and to pro-

vide a basis for quantitative comparison between dif-

ferent input modalities and between different inter-

action protocols. The technique is general and can

be applied to other domains, such as OCR [3], where

errors and delays constitute a significant factor in per-

formance.

Fundamentally, we are interested in assessing the ef-

ficiency of computer interfaces. In modeling a com-

puter interface, there are two components to consider,

the cost of a particular transaction and the proiocol

used to enter information into the computer. Since

throughput is our measure of efficiency, cost is ex-

pressed in terms of time. The interaction protocol

defines the types of transactions that need to be car-

ried out and their structural relationships.

In our discussion, we will use single keystroke time as

the basic unit of keyboard input; for voice we will use

the single word time. The specific values for these

parameters were taken from experiments on enter-

ing digit strings into the computer [4]. Although de-

tailed techniques have been proposed for modeling

the time component in human–computer interaction

[2], we will restrict ourselves to very simple and direct
measures of the time cost component of the individual

transaction steps. Note, however, that the techniques

described below are easily extended to more elaborate

models of both time cost and interaction protocols in

human–computer interaction.
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A BASIC PROTOCOL AND COST FUNC-

TION

Figure 1 shows an idealized protocol for completing

a simple transaction, entering one item into the com-

puter. I is the input event and f is the terminal

state, indicating successful completion of the trans-

action. In a simple data entry task, where the user

enters a sequence of items, transactions are more or

less homogeneous; this may not be the case for more

complex tasks. For now, we will only consider such

simple transactions, though the approach we describe

is easily extended to more complex cases. We can cal-

culate cost for a simple digit string entry transaction

by using the following expression:

e+dl (1)

where e is an overhead, d is the input time for a single

unit and 1 is the length of an input string. Thus for

Figure 1 the cost of transaction I is given by expres-

sion (l).

‘-’o-’
Figure 1: Basic interaction protocol. I represents a

transaction, ~ its successful completion.

All times used in this paper are in seconds. For key-

board, we will use an e of 0.195, which is the time

needed to depress the “enter” key on the keyboard.

For voice, e is 0.450, which corresponds to the time

needed by the endpoint detection algorithm in our

system to operate. The item time, d is 0.310 for key-

board and 0.330 for voice. Note as well that the above

values have been derived from a specific experiment

[4] and should be considered approximations. Other

paradigms and physical devices may produce different

values for these parameters.

CONFIRMATION PROTOCOLS

The idealized protocol described in the previous sec-

tion does not provide a complete description of inter-
action, since in reality occasional input errors occur,

forcing the user to repeat or edit an input until it is

satisfactory, A more realistic representation would be

the one shown in Figure 2.

This figure shows a protocol in which the system ac-

curately receives an item with only u probability. If

an input error occurs, the input is repeated until it

is correct, at which point the user proceeds to the

next transaction. This protocol is still incomplete as

it does not take into account that the system needs

C_)l-u

Figure 2: Repeat-until-correct protocol for a system

with a noisy input channel. u is the probability of

successfully completing transaction I..

to be told whether the current input is a repetition

of the current entry or a new entry. A more practical

and complete protocol would include a confirmation

stage, itself susceptible to error, as modeled in Figure

3. The confirmation step includes checking the input

as well as explicitly indicating to the system that the

input is correct. For some types of systems, there

will be probability c that the system will not accept

a confirmation, forcing the user to restart the input

process. For keyboard input, the values of u and c will

be quite low and will be largely related to the user’s

conscientiousness about typographical errors. In the

digit string entry experiment referenced above, the

keyboard values of u and c are > 98%. In the case of

voice input however, recognition accuracy can have

a significant impact. The lower the accuracy of the

speech recognition system, the greater the amount of

time spent in the repetition cycle. For the system

described in [4], mean recognition accuracy for words

Was 92Y0.

r) 1-u

I f

Figure 3: Repeat-until-correct protocol, with added

confirmation step (C), completed with probability c

of success.

Recognition errors and the resulting repeated at-

tempts to complete a transaction complicate the goal

of calculating the expected throughput of such a sys-

tem. Calculating the expected time consumed by a

transaction for a given level of recognition accuracy

is simplified by the observation that the protocols

shown in Figures 2 and 3 are Markov chains with

a single absorbing state (f). Since straightforward

analytic solutions exist for calculating expected state

residence for such systems, we can calculate the ex-
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petted transaction cost for a system for any given

operating characteristics. Using standard notation,

we can express a system such as Figure 3 in terms of

a transition matrix:

I o l–u u

c c l–c o

(2)

The rows correspond (from top to bottom) to ~, the

final (absorbing) state, 1, the input state; and C,

the confirmation state. Rows are origin states and

columns are destination states. The individual entries

in the matrix correspond to the arcs shown in Figure

3. To estimate the total time needed for a transaction,

we need to know the amount of time that the system

can be expected to reside in states I and C, before

being absorbed into state !. This can be determined

by considering the sub-matrix consisting of just those

states.

(3)

and performing the following transformation [5]:

A“ = (1 – Q)-’ (4)

For matrix (2), this operation gives us the following

result:
/1 1\

(5)
\cuc/

The cell values in this matrix correspond to the ex-

pected number of times that state will be visited,

given that the system is entered at the state corre-

sponding to a given row. Since we can meaningfully

enter the system only through 1, the system will re-

side (1/cu) times in state 1 and (l/c) times in state

C. To calculate total transaction time, we need only

multiply this matrix by a vector, t, containing the

expected residence time in each state. For example,

using the cost formula (1), we define the following

cost vector for keyboard input, assuming that con-

firmation consists of a single keystroke (e.g., “y” or

‘(n” ) followed by a carriage return:

t= ()e+dl

e+d
(6)

If we calculate iVt, the element in the row correspond-

ing to 1 gives us the formula for total cost. We are

now in a position to systematically investigate the
effects of different system parameters.

Figure 4 shows an application of this procedure to

the calculation of a cost-per-digit surface for a fam-

ily of speech recognition systems with different word

Y 0.85

Figure 4: Surface showing time for entering a single

digit. Time is on the z-axis and ranges from O to 2

sec. Recognition accuracy, on the y-axis, ranges from

0.85 to 1.0. String length, on the x-axis, ranges from

1 to 11.

accuracies. The surface is plotted for inputs of differ-

ent lengths, thus the descriptors of the system are as

follows:

where w is word accuracy and w’ is therefore utter-

ance accuracy, The cost vector assumes that it takes

half a second to utter a confirmation word. For sim-

plicity, we will also assume that c = 1.0, that the

confirmation word is always correct Iy understood, In

the graph, word accuracy ranges from 0.85 to 1.00

and string length ranges from 1 to 11, as in the ex-

periments described in [4]. The vertical axis gives the

expected time-per-digit for entry. The surface shown

is calculated using the value of Nt, divided by the

length of a string.

Not surprisingly, the total transaction time is an ac-

celerated function of recognition error, the lower the

system accuracy, the longer, proportionate y, it takes

to successfully enter a digit into the computer.

Modeling interaction protocols as Markov chains has

a number of advantages, including ease of calculation

and the relatively straightforward mapping of an in-

teraction protocol into a concise closed-form expres-

sion for transaction time. In this sense, the current
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technique is preferable to analytic solutions, e.g., as

used by Ainsworth [1].

The surface in Figure4 provides us with the cost of

data entry for a noisy channel. By itself it is only

of limited interest, although it can suggest “optimal”

operating ranges for a recognize, as suggested by [1].

Of greater interest is the opportunity it affords for

comparing the operating characteristics of different

systems. In the following two sections we will show

how this modeling can be used to compare different

input modalities and to compare different interaction

protocols.

COMPARING VOICE AND KEYBOARD

To demonstrate the applicability of this technique to

intermodal comparisons, we will consider some data

from a study of digit string entry[4]. Since the proto-

cols are the same, this comparison will focus on the

consequences of different cost functions.

The particular data of interest to us are the times

taken to enter digit strings of different lengths into

a computer, using either voice or keyboard. The ac-

tual data are shown in Figure 5. The entry time for

voice can be modeled accurately by a single cost vec-

tor, such as t in equation (7). The model for key-

board entry is more complex as the curve is non-

linear. Hauptmann and Rudnicky [4] suggest that

the acceleration observed for the keyboard function

is due to the need for gaze shifting between presen-

tation medium and keyboard as well as in-line error

correction. We will model the keyboard cost function

in terms of a quadratic equation, which gives a sat-

isfactory fit to the data, as shown in Figure 6. Note

that our use of an arbitrary function in this case il-

lustrates the flexibility of the procedure, allowing us

to combine system descriptors from both generated

and empirical sources. Using the protocol shown in

Figure 3 and matrix (5), we can generate a surface for

keyboard input similar to the one shown in Figure 4.

To compare voice and keyboard input, we can sub-

tract the keyboard surface fr~m the voice surface.

Values on the resulting surface” that ““lie below O in-
dicate an advantage for voice, values above O indicate

an advantage for keyboard. This difference surface

is shown in Figure 7. For clarity, the region of the

surface below O is rendered in white.

The difference surface has a practical use. Inspection

of the surface suggests that for the class of tasks under

consideration, that is, for digit entry for strings of

lengths 1 to 11 and using the confirmation protocol

shown in Figure 3, voice should not be considered at

5 -

4 -

3 -

2 -

1 -

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Diait Strina Ienath

Figure 5: Time needed to enter a digit string, by voice

and by keyboard, from [4].

all if string lengths will be 6 digits or shorter, nor in

any case should we consider recognition systems with

word accuracies of less than about 93?70.

Remember that we are considering a simple digit en-

try task, which actually puts speech at a disadvan-

tage, since each word in this task corresponds to a

single keystroke. A much larger region of usability

would be found for cases in which input units require

multiple keystrokes. For example, words in text re-

quire, on average, 6 keystrokes to enter.

Despite the simplifications of the example we chose,

we believe that this technique provides a clear, quan-

titative tool for comparisons of different input modal-

ities for specific tasks.

COMPARING DIFFERENT INTERACT-

ION PROTOCOLS

The comparison between voice and keyboard focused

on differences in cost functions. We can also use the

same approach to compare different protocol struc-

tures [7] in order to chose the ones best suited to

specific applications.

Consider the protocol in Figure 3. If we are so fortu-
nate as to have a recognition system that functions
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Figure 6: Quadratic jitto

Figure 5. The abscissa is

is time, in sec.

the keyboard input data in

string length, the ordinate

perfectly, then this protocol ismorecomplex than it
needs to be; the confirmation step is not necessary

since every input is correct (if, of course, we ignore

that users might make errors of their own). A much

better protocol for high-accuracy systems might be

the one shown in Figure 8, where instead of confirm-

ing the correctness of every entry, the user indicates

only those utterances that have been misrecognized.

The protocol in Figure 8 is clearly more efficient for

low-error systems, while the protocol in Figure 3 is

clearly more efficient for high-error systems. The

comparison technique outlined in the previous sec-

tion allows us to determine under which exact cir-

cumstances one protocol is preferable to another.

Using the protocols in Figures 3 and 8, and the cost

function from (7) we can generate a difference sur-

face, shown in Figure 9. To obtain this figure, we

subtract the negation surface from the confirmation

surface, This means that region below O see, ren-

dered in white, represents an advantage for confirma-

tion, As our intuition suggests, a confirmation proto-

col is a poor choice, particularly for short utterances.

In terms of a concrete example, the system used by

[4], with word accuracy of 92%, we can assert that
a confirmation protocol (Figure 3) is more efficient

for tasks involving string lengths greater than 7 dig-

its. The explicit negation protocol (Figure 8) is more

efficient for strings shorter than 7.

2

1/1

z

o.

Figure

input.

to 1.0;

from 1

between the two modalities for a complete string entry

and ranges from O to 2 seconds. The surface has been

rotated for easier viewing.

82

x

7: Difference surface for keyboard and voice

Word accuracy (the y axis) ranges from 0.90
the x axis is the digit string length ranging

to 11 and the z axis is the time differential

Although the above example compares two different

speech protocols, there is no reason why the compar-

ison could not have also been made between different

protocols in different modalities. Any combination is

possible, inasfar as the system descriptors correspond

to the same user task.

In our discussion we have assumed that system pa-

rameters remain constant over the course of interac-

tion, though this may not be true in practice. For

example, it may be the case that the repetition of a

misrecognized utterance will have characteristics dif-

1 f

Figure 8: Explicit negation protocol. N is ihe nega-

tion transaction, the other symbols are as in pwvious

figures.
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Figure 9; Difference surface from protocol compar-

ison. The y axis shows word recognition accuracy

ranging from 0.75 to 1.0 (note that the the range is

greater that the one show in Figure 7). The z axis

shows the digit string length and the z axis shows the

time differential (in see) between the two protocols.

The surface has been rotated for easier viewing.

ferent from the original: it may be longer in duration

or have an inherently different probability of being

recognized correctly. There is empirical evidence that

this is the case [8] and a more precise model of interac-

tion would explicitly model such phenomena. Within

the current approach this can be done by modeling

protocols in terms of higher-order Markov chains (to

capture shifts in recognition accuracy) and by intro-

ducing additional states (to capture changes in the

cost vector). Figure 10 shows a modification of the

protocol in Figure 3 that allows the characteristics of

a repetition to be modeled separately from those of

the original utterance.

CONCLUSION

We have explored the problem of modeling systems,
such as speech recognizes, that are characterized by

input channel errors. We have shown that suitable

modeling allows us to capture the behavior of such

systems and gives us a basis for comparing different

systems. For example, the choice of a particular in-

teraction protocol can now be informed by some un-

derstanding of how the resulting system will perform,

taking into account differences in accuracy.

Figure 10: A protocol that models repetitions sepa-

rately from the initial input. Adding a repetition state

I! allows its cost (as well as any stationary change

in recognition accuracy, Ut) to be modeled more pre-

cisely.

The modeling approach described also provides a

solid basis for comparisons of different input modali-

ties, identifying those operating regions where we can

expect a given modality to provide higher through-

put.

The distinctive property of speech systems, errorful

transduction, led us to model their behavior in terms

of clearly separable components, a protocol expressed

in terms of a Markov chain, and a cost vector that

specifies the (time) cost for individual operations.

While we developed our approach in response to the

specific problems encountered in speech recognition,

the technique we have described can be applied to

other domains of interaction modeling and can pro-

vide more accurate accounts of time taken to perform

computer tasks.

We have described only the basic technique and

should note that it has a number of shortcomings. In

particular, we have only explored the modeling of ex-

ternally observable events and have not attempted to

model the cognitive components of interaction. Such

an extension would, for example, allow protocols of

differing cognitive complexity to be compared. Kieras
and Poison [6] have described a procedure for specify-

ing computer tasks in graph form which is compatible

with the current approach.

The use of Markov chains has the potential to im-

prove existing models of cognitive activity. For ex-

ample, Card et al [2, pages 146–147] acknowledge the

presence of user errors in their data but consider the

consequent increase in variance as acceptable. More

exact fits to their experimental data could be ob-

tained, however, by adding model parameters that
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reflect error probabilities for individual actions. The

estimation of these parameters would be useful in it-

self, as it could be used to identify the location of

problematic steps in task procedures.
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